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MASS EXTENDS CONTRACT AT NATO JEWCS YEOVILTON CENTRE

MASS, a Cohort plc company, has consolidated its role as a leading supplier of EW services to NATO
by extending its service support contract to the NATO Joint Electronic Warfare Core Staff (JEWCS)
based at Royal Naval Air Station (RNAS) Yeovilton in Somerset.
MASS has provided support to JEWCS since 2014 and the latest extension is to the end of 2018, with
options for a further two years. A total of 15 MASS employees work at JEWCS in technical, mission
planning, logistic and administrative roles, with the value of the contract around £1m pa.
Support includes electronic, software and mechanical engineering as well as EW operations analysis.
The technicians are responsible for the depth maintenance of the NATO JEWCS fleet of legacy EW
training assets in the land, maritime and air domains. The operations analyst is responsible for
generating the exercise libraries required to programme the EW training assets in support of 25-30
NATO/national EW exercises a year.
Notably, MASS’ support of JEWCS has contributed to fielding an app-based functionality for GPS
jamming, digital HF/UHF/VHF communications, audio jamming and dynamic communications
jamming.
JEWCS Technical Support Branch Head, Stuart Sweetlove (MASS), commented “MASS plays an
important role ensuring the effectiveness of JEWCS and our commitment has grown over the past
four years. The continuity of our work means that our personnel have built a deep knowledge and
understanding of the JEWCS equipment, which is invaluable in the maintenance of the legacy EW
training assets and has facilitated significant cost savings. We look forward to continuing to provide
NATO with the tools that maintain this valuable electronic warfare training capability”.
NATO JEWCS formally left the NATO Command Structure in October 2013 and is now a stand-alone
MoU entity of 12-member nations, where the UK is the host and Greece is the lead nation. The
facility provides a range of EW services to the three NATO Strategic Commands and is a unique
capability within NATO.
In addition to its NATO work, MASS provides international EW operational support across the air,
land and sea domains, including data management, training, countermeasures, modelling and
simulation. MASS will exhibit at EW Poland 16 – 18 January where it will present on ‘How
countermeasures development helps us to develop defensive cyber operations.’
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Notes to Editors:
EW Poland will be held in Warsaw from the 16 - 18 January 2018. For further information please
visit: http://www.electronic-warfare.eu/
Cohort plc is an independent technology company and the parent company of four innovative, agile
and responsive businesses, EID, MASS, MCL and SEA, providing a wide range of services and
products for UK, Portugal and international customers in defence, security and related markets.
www.cohortplc.com
MASS, acquired by Cohort plc in 2006, is an Electronic Warfare Operational Support, Cyber Security,
Secure ICT networks and Support to Operations business serving customers primarily in defence and
security markets. MASS delivers tailored, integrated solutions that are critical to customers’ ability to
deliver effective operations. An intrinsic expertise in system engineering and project management
enables MASS to deliver through-life capability in the form of high technology solutions, training and
trusted managed services, underpinned by a contract research and development capability. MASS
also utilises these capabilities to serve the government, business and education markets.
Based near St Neots, Cambridgeshire, with a state-of-the-art training facility in Lincoln, MASS
employs over 290 people, including operational and technical experts, academics, engineers and
technical specialists.
www.mass.co.uk
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